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Figure 1: Overview of VANT. (A) Distribution View shows the distribution of different metrics related to the quality of parallel corpora
for training a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) model. Users can identify low-quality candidate pairs (i.e., sentence pairs having
low metric scores) as noise candidates, which negatively affect the model performance. (B) Ranking View depicts the ranking of
noise candidates determined by a user-steerable weighted sum of metrics. Users can select and save a subset of candidates as a
ruleset for refinement. (C) Text Compare View allows users to visually inspect noisy parallel corpora in their natural language form.
(D) Ruleset View depicts detailed information of the selected rulesets (e.g., average metric scores, the number of common items
between rulesets), so that users can analyze the status and pattern of rulesets.

ABSTRACT

The quality of parallel corpora used to train a Neural Machine Trans-
lation (NMT) model can critically influence the model’s perfor-
mance. Various approaches for refining parallel corpora have been
introduced, but there is still much room for improvements, such as
enhancing the efficiency and the quality of refinement. We intro-
duce VANT, a novel visual analytics system for refining parallel
corpora used in training an NMT model. Our system helps users
to readily detect and filter noisy parallel corpora by (1) aiding the
quality estimation of individual sentence pairs within the corpora
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by providing diverse quality metrics (e.g., cosine similarity, BLEU,
length ratio) and (2) allowing users to visually examine and manage
the corpora based on the pre-computed metrics scores. Our system’s
effectiveness and usefulness are demonstrated through a qualitative
user study with eight participants, including four domain experts
with real-world datasets.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—
Visualization system and tools—Visualization toolkits; Com-
puting methodologies—Artificial intelligence—Natural language
processing—Machine translation

1 INTRODUCTION

Training Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models requires paral-
lel corpora, a set of sentence pairs translated into different languages.
In general, parallel corpora are crawled from the web and digitized
books, which often ends up with noisy parallel corpora. Such noisy
corpora could lead to mistranslation [9]. Since the quality of the



corpora influences the performance of the NMT model, refining
poor-quality(noisy) parallel corpora plays a critical role in improv-
ing the model quality itself. Therefore, improving the quality of the
NMT model by detecting and removing noisy pairs in the parallel
corpora has recently been an important ongoing research topic [12].

Various methods have been utilized to improve the quality of
corpora. Users can manually investigate and detect noisy parallel
corpora by inspecting each sentence pair within the corpora one-by-
one. However, manual inspection is time-consuming, laborious, and
also becomes more challenging without the linguistic background
of the data. Rule-based automatic filtering techniques were also
proposed, which utilized general properties of sentences such as
length and word counts difference [11]. There are also model-based
automatic filtering tools that exploit the semantic information (e.g.,
cosine similarity) of corpora [21]. However, these automatic ap-
proaches suffer from misclassification (e.g., a high quality sentence
pair can be incorrectly classified as noise) [1]; Moreover, as there
are diverse types of noisy parallel corpora [9], fully automated ap-
proaches may not be robust enough to deal with all types of noisy
parallel corpora.

To alleviate this limitation, we present VANT, a visual analytics
system for interactively refining parallel corpora in Neural Machine
Translation. Our system enables users to readily understand the
overall status of large parallel corpora. Users can efficiently identify
noise candidates based on derived metrics to evaluate the quality
of parallel corpora. By first focusing on the candidates, users can
more effectively examine actual noisy parallel corpora and analyze
the noise patterns with our visual encoding. We have demonstrated
the usefulness and the effectiveness of our system by conducting a
qualitative user study with eight participants including four domain
experts who work at a major IT company.

2 RELATED WORKS

Automatic Refinement of Parallel Corpora Early works for au-
tomatic refinement of parallel corpora were based on the general
properties of a sentence.

For example, Moses [11] filter sentence pairs based on the length
differences between source and target sentences. Since semantic
information is not utilized in these conventional approaches, several
model-based filtering methods have been further presented. For in-
stance, Xu et al. [20] and Zhang et al. [21] first convert target and
source sentences into embedding vectors using a pretrained model,
and filters corpora based on a similarity metrics such as cosine simi-
larity between the vectors. However, automatic approaches can still
suffer from misclassification issues [1]. VANT migrates such issues
by providing an interactive visual analytics system to examine and
refine parallel corpora; our system overcomes automatic approaches
by combining it with a manual process, thus enables more accurate
refinement.

Visual analytics for NMT Most visual analytics systems for NMT
are developed for model explanation. For example, Data2Vis [6] pro-
vided interactive visualizations to understand Sequence-to-Sequence
languages models. Some researches focused on visualizing atten-
tion scores [18] for detailed explanation of the translation process.
Munz et al. [13] proposed a visual analytics system to help users
correct erroneous translations by examining the translation result of
monolingual data provided by NMT model.

However, while such visual analytics systems for a NMT model
have been proposed, a system for parallel corpora is not yet in-
troduced. Although interactive data wrangling tools with mixed-
initiative interfaces can be used to clean up noisy raw data in gen-
eral [8], they are not suitable for dealing with parallel corpora. Our
work aims to fill such gaps by introducing an interactive visual ana-
lytics system specialized in examining and refining parallel corpora.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the data preprocessing for VANT (Section 4).
We used both the natural language form and the vector form of each
corpus to widen the range of applied metrics.

3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

We conducted a preliminary interview with two engineers who have
more than eight years of career in NMT. During the interview, we
mainly discussed about (1) the necessity of detecting noisy sentence
pairs and refining parallel corpora, and (2) difficulties in data filtering
process. In the interview with the experts, we were able to learn cur-
rent practices and difficulties in the corpora refinement task. Based
on the interview results, we established four design requirements.

• DR1: Provide a scalable overview of the quality of NMT data.
It requires too much effort for users to identify low quality sen-
tence pairs from large parallel corpora for training NMT model.
Thus, the system should show the distribution of metrics scores so
that users can readily understand the overall quality of parallel cor-
pora and find noise candidates, a subset of the corpora consisting
of sentence pairs that can potentially become real noise.

• DR2: Recommend noise candidates using multi-metric rank-
ings with user-adjustable weights. Each metric represents the
quality of the parallel corpora from only a single perspective. For
more comprehensive refinements, users need to consider several
different metrics to find noise candidates from more diverse per-
spectives. Therefore, the system should provide several metrics
and allow users to interactively adjust the weight of each metric to
compute combined metric scores for sorting the noise candidates
so that users can further examine the noise candidates from more
diverse perspectives of their interest.

• DR3: Enable users with low literacy to inspect the noisy cor-
pora. It is challenging to evaluate the correctness of the trans-
lation through the natural language form of source and target
sentences if users are not fluent in both languages. The system
should allow users to inspect parallel corpora in the natural lan-
guage form so that they can determine noise without linguistic
background.

• DR4: Support pattern analysis of noisy parallel corpora. Since
noisy parallel corpora can exist in various forms, it is important
for users to analyze the information of items which are previously
identified for finding more noisy candidates. Therefore, the sys-
tem should provide statistical information of actual noise such as
metric scores and steerable weights, so that users can not only
track the previous selection history but also analyze the character-
istics of identified noise to discover patterns. Users can utilize the
pattern of existing noisy parallel corpora for the next tasks.
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Figure 3: Linking between Distribution View and Ranking View. (A)
Users can brush multiple axes on PCP to see details in Ranking View.
(B) A mouse-hovered item will be displayed in PCP. (C) When metric
weight is changed, the ranking will be updated.

4 DATA PREPROCESSING FOR METRICS

We prepared multiple metrics that reflect the composite quality of
parallel corpora to provide a scalable overview (DR1). Interactively
adjusting the weights of the metrics and checking the ranked list of
sentence pairs, users can effectively inspect the corpora from diverse
perspectives. The preprocessing steps to extract metrics are depicted
as follows.

We first extracted length ratio (target/source length) and token
length ratio (tokenized target/source length) from parallel corpora
that represent their general properties. However, these general prop-
erties cannot represent semantic similarity and may not be useful
when the language family is different (e.g., Korean and English).
To complement the limitation, we extract cosine similarity by using
Universal Sentence Encoder [5] as the pre-trained encoder for en-
coding sentences into embedding vectors regardless of a language
type, hence the metric inherently supports universal languages.

Inspired by the back-translation [19], a technique providing mono-
lingual training data with a synthetic source sentence translated from
the target sentence into the source language, we translated source
and target language into target and source language, respectively,
by using Google Translation API. This enabled us to apply two
NMT evaluation metrics: 1) BLEU [16], presenting correspondence
between a machine’s output and that of a human; 2) METEOR [2],
based on the harmonic means of n-gram [4] precision and recall.
Note that the back-translation result is provided in Text Compare
View (Section 5.3), so that the users with less expertise in either
source or target language can also use our system (DR3).

In summary, the metrics provided by our system are as follows
: Cosine Similarity (between source & target sentences, between
source & back-translated target sentences, between target & back-
translated source sentences), Length Ratio, Token Length Ratio,
BLEU, and METEOR. The overall pipeline of our preprocessing is
shown in Figure 2.

5 VISUALIZATION DESIGN

We developed VANT, an interactive visualization system to fulfill
the formulated design requirements. As shown in Figure 1, the
system consists of four views: Distribution View, Ranking View,
Text Compare View, and Ruleset View. The general sequence of
using the system is as follows. First, select noise candidates within
parallel corpora based on metric scores using Distribution View.
Second, check the details of the selected candidates using Ranking
View and Text Compare View. Third, select the actual noisy sentence
pairs by checking them in Ranking View and save them as a ruleset.
Finally, analyze the pattern of the actual noisy sentence pairs in
Ruleset View.

5.1 Distribution View
In Distribution View (Figure 1A), users can identify the characteris-
tics of the overall NMT data and obtain clues about noisy parallel
corpora (DR1). We provide two visual components. 1) Parallel Co-
ordinate Plot (PCP) to show relationships as a path between each
metric score extracted in the preprocessing step; 2) Scatterplot with
two user-selected metrics for x and y axes. However, as the size
of parallel corpora are usually huge, visual clutter can often occur
in PCP. To address this problem, we combined histograms which
represent the distribution of each metrics on each axis in a different
color, adopting the Parallel Histogram Plot encoding scheme [3].
In addition, the scatterplot enables users to check the correlation
between two metrics in more detail. Users can select an interesting
range of values of a metric to filter out noise candidates by brushing
on the corresponding axis. As shown in Figure 3, the selected can-
didates are shown in Ranking View to help users check the details
of metrics (DR1). Moreover, users can change the order of axes by
dragging an axis over other axes. The order of axes is linked to all
other views such as Ranking View and Ruleset View.

5.2 Ranking View
The Ranking View (Figure 1B) provides detailed information such
as metrics’ score and the rankings of noise candidates which are
selected in Distribution View (DR2). Since the size of the parallel
corpora is huge, the size of user-selected noise candidates from
Distribution View may still be too big to explore one by one. Thus,
we prioritize noise candidates by the weighted sum of multi-metric
scores to enhance users’ cognition of noise detection [10]. Determin-
ing rankings based on the weighted sum of multi-metric scores can
be considered as a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problem.
Inspired by Lineup [7], we provide a table that shows detailed in-
formation with a slider bar for adjusting the weight for each metric.
Once the weights are set, Ranking View calculates the weighted
sum of each candidate based on individual metric scores, then sorts
the candidates by their weighted sum (DR4). Each row of Ranking
View shows (1) A natural language form of the paired sentence, (2)
weighted sum, (3) and individual metric scores. The weighted sum
is represented as a stacked bar, and metric scores are depicted with
bars in different colors. The length of the bar represents the metric
score and the saturation of the bar shows the ranking of the sentence
pair based on the corresponding metric. When users hover the mouse
in a row in the table, Text Compare View (Figure 1C) automatically
moves to the part corresponding to the hovered item for details and
PCP highlights the path related to the item. By examining the candi-
dates, users can determine whether each candidate is an actual noise
or not; they can save such selected candidates as a ruleset by clicking
“Save Ruleset” button. Note that when users create a ruleset, they
should designate the color and the name of the ruleset.

5.3 Text Compare View
Although diverse evaluation metrics are provided in our system, the
metrics may not fully reflect the actual quality of parallel corpora.
It is thus necessary for users to examine the raw text of the parallel
corpora. Since our design requirements considers users who are not
literate in one of the source or target languages (DR3), Text Compare
View (Figure 1C) offers three language selection options: source,
target, and source↔ target. If users select either source or
target, the view depicts source sentence and back-translated target
sentence, or target sentence and back-translated source sentence,
respectively. When users select source↔ target option, the view
shows source and target sentence. If users select source or target
option, the system represents the similarity between two sentences by
depicting n-gram matching, so that users can more readily identify
the commonalities and differences between two sentences. Com-
mon unigram, bigram, 3-gram and 4-gram within two sentences are
highlighted with different text background colors.
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Figure 4: (A) When users mouse-hover an item in Ranking view,
Text Compare View automatically moves to the hovered item. (B)
Users can select their preferred language for comparison. (C) The
background color of texts means n-gram words matching between a
paired sentence

5.4 Ruleset View
Once a set of noisy sentence pairs are selected as a ruleset by users
in Ranking View, users can analyze the pattern of the ruleset in
Ruleset View (Figure 1D) to find more noisy sentence pairs. When
a ruleset is created, sentence pairs within the set are highlighted in
Distribution View with designated color (DR1), and thus users can
easily identify their distribution. Also, to allow users to understand
the characteristics of the noise of each ruleset in detail (DR4), the
features of rulesets are represented in three subviews: Ruleset Infor-
mation View, Ruleset Status View, and Ruleset Relationship View.
In Ruleset Information View, the metadata of each ruleset—name,
color, cardinality, and weight of each metric—are represented (Fig-
ure 5A) as a row. The weight of each metric is provided in a heatmap,
to enable intuitive comparison between rulesets. When users click
on a row, Ranking View and Text Compare View depict the sentence
pairs within the ruleset, and corresponding paths and points at PCP
and scatterplot in Distribution View are highlighted; this enables
users to easily track the history of each ruleset. In Ruleset Status
View, the average of metric scores are displayed as a line graph
to help users grasp the characteristics of the noise sentence pairs
within a ruleset (DR4), Note that the lines are superimposed over
a boxplot which represents the statistics of the metric score of the
dataset. Finally, in Ruleset Relationship view, the commonalities
between rulesets are explained (Figure 5B). In this view, each ruleset
is represented as a circle, where the radius of the circle represents
the size of ruleset. If two rulesets have common items, they are
linked with a line, where the width of the line depicts the number
of common items. After users examine rulesets in Ruleset View,
they can generate a new dataset where the sentence pairs within the
inspected rulesets are filtered out.

6 QUALITATIVE USER STUDY

To demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of VANT, we con-
ducted a user study with eight participants in Samsung Research.
The participants consist of four domain experts (E1–E4) working in
Natural Language Processing team and four professional software
engineers (S1–S4) in the Software Engineering team. All partici-
pants have more than six years of experience. They are also native
in Korean, fluent in English, and have no French background.

We used two real-world datasets for the evaluation: 1) En-
glish/French biomedical data from Scielo Corpus [15]; 2) Ko-
rean/English news data [17]. We prepared English/French dataset to
observe how users use our system without linguistic background.

Our study was conducted in person through the following steps.
First, we briefly explained the purpose of our system and the overall
design for 15 minutes. We then demonstrated how to detect and filter

Figure 5: (A) The selected noisy paired sentences from the Ranking
View are saved as a ruleset with the information of color-mapped label
name, cardinality, and metric weight as a heatmap. (B) The relation-
ship of rulesets is expressed in edge bundling. In this case, four rule-
sets are saved and three rulesets (↑Cos↓BLEU, ↓Cos, ↓T Length R)
have common items.

noisy parallel corpora using our system for 20 minutes. Afterward,
we asked participants to filter out noisy parallel corpora and refine
the dataset with our system for 20 minutes. Lastly, we had a post-hoc
interview for feedback.

6.1 Results

Detecting noise candidates In the beginning, all participants mainly
investigated the distribution of metric scores using Distribution View
in selecting noise candidates (DR1). The participants then selected
noise candidates within a specific metric score range (e.g., low
BLEU and low METEOR) by brushing on PCP and examining
the noise candidates’ details in Ranking View (DR2). The domain
experts who have a relatively high understanding of the metrics tried
to find various noise candidates through interactive exploration in
Distribution View and Ranking View. For example, E1, E2, and
E4 repeatedly brushed multiple metrics in PCP and adjusted the
weights of the metrics in Ranking View. We observed that most
experts increased the weights for BLEU and METEOR metrics and
decreased the length ratio metric. In addition, some participants (E3,
S2, S3) discovered that the low cosine similarity of the corpora does
not guarantee their quality using Text Compare View.
Inspecting actual noise from candidates After selecting a set
of paired sentences as noise candidates, the participants inspected
actual noise from the candidates in Text Compare view (DR3). Most
of the participants said that highlighting sentence pairs based on
n-gram matching was very helpful to quickly judge whether they
were noisy or not. In particular, regarding English-French data, all
participants responded that they could easily and quickly compare
parallel corpora utilizing back-translated English sentences from
French, even though they were not literate in French.
Save rulesets and analyze their patterns Interviewees saved a
subset of noise candidates as a ruleset. More than half of the partic-
ipants (E1–E4, S1) mentioned the status of noisy parallel corpora
sets revealed in the PCP and the scatter plot is beneficial in tracking
the history of their previous selections. Besides that, E3 and E4 were
interested in finding noise patterns through Ruleset View and Dis-
tribution View (DR4). E3 figured out which paired sentences were
repeatedly selected from Ruleset Relationship View. E4 examined
the scatter plot to find patterns while changing x and y axes.

6.2 Post-hoc Feedback
At the end of each session, we asked the participants about the
usefulness of our system and possible improvements. Overall, all
participants said that the distribution of each metric score represented
in Distribution View was helpful in understanding the data quality.
They answered that multiple views and coordinated interactions were
useful for exploring noisy parallel corpora. They also mentioned that
adjusting weights and showing information of a ruleset helped them



identify noise patterns. In addition, most participants (E1, E2, and S1–
S4) expected that our back-translation technique in Text Compare
View would reduce the time-cost for the inspection of noisy parallel
corpora when handling illiterate language data. Furthermore, they
said our system would be beneficial in the field. E1, E2, and E4
asked about a plan to deploy our system as a real-world application.

The participants also provided suggestions for further enhance-
ment of our system. For example, E3 and E4 suggested adding and
hiding metrics for customization. They wanted to see how noise data
affects other metrics such as ROGUE and Perplexity, practically
used in their actual field of work. Non-domain experts (S1, S2, S3)
said it was challenging to use adjustable weights in Ranking view
and Ruleset Relationship View without a detailed explanation of
their purpose. Lastly, most participants commented on improving the
usability of Text Compare View; they argued that the relatively small
size of the view makes it hard to use. They propose to add “expand”
function that can dynamically increase its size for better perception
since the view is the most frequently used while inspecting noisy
parallel corpora.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Extensibility As suggested in the feedback from domain experts, it
can be helpful to add additional metrics. In our system, nine metrics
are encoded in distinct colors. Adding more metrics could hinder
users from effectively distinguishing colors [14]. Additionally, the
scroll interaction would be required as more columns are added in
Ranking View. Thus, we plan to provide a customization option so
that users can select a small number of metrics of their interest to
configure a layout accordingly.

Reliability of pre-trained model The universal sentence encoder,
which we used for sentence embedding in the preprocessing step,
is widely known for its good performance [5]. However, if the en-
coder has not learned a specific word or character in advance, the
embedded vector may not have semantic meaning. Also, Google
Translation used in our back-translation may mistranslate a sentence.
Therefore, users should be aware of such reliability limitations.

Scalability Generally, NMT training requires a very large size of
data, but our system may cause low latency while handling a huge
amount of data due to the performance issue; especially when users
brush subset from PCP in Distribution View and adjust weight in
Ranking View. Although we tested our system was able to cover
100,000 size of parallel corpora, we should consider improving the
performance of our system by serving back-end server for updating
Ranking View.

8 CONCLUSION

We propose VANT, an interactive visual analytic system that as-
sists users in exploring NMT data for detecting noise and refining
parallel corpora. We derived various quality metrics based on ma-
chine learning techniques. The user study demonstrated its useful-
ness and effectiveness by showing that users can readily investigate
and filter noisy sentence pairs within the corpora. We anticipate
that users will be able to improve the quality of parallel corpora
with our system and achieve a better performance of their own
NMT model. The implementation of our system is available at
https://vant-web.github.io/demo/.
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